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We need transformational change operating on processes and behaviors
 at all levels: individual, communities, business, institutions and governments. 

We must redefine our way of life and consumption.”

United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 6/2021
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Strawbery Banke Museum 
Stormwater Management Master Plan
The challenges of Sea Level Rise at Strawbery Banke Museum will be most effectively addressed through an 
actionable, holistic master plan.  A whole-systems understanding of associated conditions and vulnerabilities will 
inform a realistic plan and implementation strategy.  

VULNERABILITY AND RISK 
TOLERANCE ASSESSMENT

MITIGATION PLAN

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

As part of this planning effort, we will determine the degree to which every aspect 
of the Museum is vulnerable. Evaluating risk tolerances will order the urgency for 
action in particular areas across the campus. 

The Stormwater Management Master Plan will outline high-level objectives as 
well as actionable strategies, including water management strategies for specifi c 
buildings or campus elements and guidelines for future preservation, restoration and/
or new development on campus. 

The plan will coordinate and prioritize steps for incremental or phased 
implementation, creating a roadmap for effi cient progress that aligns with the 
planned objectives.

In addition to guiding museum development and operations, this understanding and 
approach to campus managent will become relevant to the museum’s education and 
outreach efforts.  Water mitigation is critical to historic preservation; educating the 
public will increase awareness of this issue in our region.
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Now is the time to address sea level rise with a focused, action-oriented 

stormwater master plan.



StormWater Management Master Plan
Purpose Statement Four Guiding Principles 















THE SEA LEVEL RISE INITIATIVE IS FIGHTING TO 
KEEP HISTORY ABOVE WATER = $500,000 
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Educate
We need transformational change 





























You have all done an amazing job on this vital issue.  I cannot comprehend 
how this is not a universal agreement that everyone needs to make this the 

dominant fight for our time rather than what we have in the news daily.  
Hopefully families will come, see this and realize how close to home sea level 

rise is— 
Mel Allen, Editor, Yankee Magazine





Rodney Rowland
www.strawberybanke.org/sea-level-rise.cfm

 rrowland@sbmuseum.org

Thank you!
We need transformational change 
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